
Transport

Background

The past decades have seen a dramatic rise in the distances generally being travelled and a

shift towards the use of less equitable and unsustainable methods of transport, with a

decrease in walking, cycling and the use of buses and an increase in trips by car and air. As

the amount of traffic has increased so have the negative consequences. Air and road traffic

are major and increasing sources of many of the worst pollutants, including carbon dioxide

(CO2), carbon monoxide, carcinogenic particles and noise. The increasing dependence on

the private car also disadvantages those (in Southampton, 30% of residents) who do not

have access to a car.

Aims (from Green Party policy document

https://policy.greenparty.org.uk/tr.html)

We believe that traffic must be substantially reduced as a matter of urgency. A coherent

traffic reduction strategy should simultaneously deter unnecessary car use and make

alternative forms of transport safer and more convenient, whilst reducing the need to travel

through sensible land-use planning.

(TR010) The principle aims of the transport policy are:

1. Accessibility rather than mobility.

2. Transport to be equitably accessible to all people irrespective of their age, wealth or

disability, with local needs given priority over travelling greater distances.

3. Where mobility is desired or needed, to satisfy this through sustainable modes of transport.

4. Transport and its infrastructure to have the minimum impact on the environment.

5. Transport means should make use of sustainable and replaceable resources.

6. Degradation of community life by inappropriate transport modes, especially excessive car

use, to be reduced and reversed wherever possible.

7. Transport should not endanger users or others and, where possible, should play a role in

bringing about a more healthy population.

Principles (from Green Party Policy Document)

https://policy.greenparty.org.uk/tr.html


Our vision is for local transport links that meet the needs of the public whilst

minimising danger and the environmental impacts.

(TR030) Transport planning will need to follow a prioritisation of modes of

transport to produce a sustainable transport system:

1. Walking and disabled access.

2. Cycling.

3. Public transport (trains, light rail/trams, buses and ferries) and rail and

water-borne freight.

4. Light goods vehicles, taxis and low powered motor cycles.

5. Private motorised transport (cars & high powered motor cycles).

6. Heavy goods vehicles.

7. Aeroplanes

Strategies and policies

We will place pedestrians and disabled people at the top of the agenda by

making public transport cheap and more accessible. We will ensure that all

provisions for pedestrians and bicycles are safe and user-friendly, and that it is

possible to make journeys across the city safely by bicycle.

We will work to reduce the air pollution caused by buses by encouraging the

bus operators to replace buses, as they reach the end of their working lives,

with vehicles that utilise greener technologies, such as hybrid buses or vehicles

using cleaner fuels such as LPG or biogas.

Medium term goals

Set a target of 20% peak volume traffic reduction (on 2019 levels) in

Southampton by 2026

Oppose the expansion of Southampton/Eastleigh airport.

Reduce traffc speeds to 20mph in urban and residential areas to reduce road

danger

Re-allocate road space and introduce other priority measures for pedestrians,

cyclists and buses.  Cycles routes separate from the motorised traffic wherever

this is practical.



Support local delivery schemes, such as decentralised distribution networks,

electric vans, bike trailers and supermarket delivery schemes, to reduce

reliance on HGVs and private cars.

Improve the quality and frequency of local bus services - e.g. invest in new

low-floor, low-emission vehicles and ensure that all stops have shelter, seating,

lighting and information on routes and bus times.

Progressively reduce the number of town centre car parks in line with

reductions in traffic levels, and replace with public green spaces and homes.

Encourage local employers (particularly large institutions such as the University,

the Hospitals and the City Council itself) to formulate travel-to-work plans

which minimise car journeys.

Expand the "school streets" programme, which promotes walking and cycling

rather than car travel to and from school.

Set up a Southampton-wide ticketing system to cover all modes of public

transport

Longer term goals

Ensure all new developments support use of sustainable transport and do not

increase incentives to use private cars

Complete the Southampton Cycle Network, ensuring that wherever possible

shared space with pedestrians is avoided

Reduce the need to travel by ensuring that all residential areas have good

local facilities such as schools, shops, health centres, youth clubs, pubs,

workplaces, public transport, etc.

Enable communities to be involved in local planning - to create safe,

pleasant living environments (e.g. traffic-free home zones, traffic calmed

areas, safe routes to schools).


